
Horizontal form fi ll seal (HFFS) fl owpack
FORMAT

Snacks
MARKET SEGMENT

MetallyteTM 28UBWES, metallized cavitated white OPP fi lm
FILM TYPE

Seal integrity at high packaging speed combined with
moisture, oxygen and aroma barriers

BRAND OWNER CHALLENGE

APPLICATION

“Wow!” chocolate wafers from IFFCO (Dubai)

Enhanced barriers’ performances 
through Metallyte™ OPP fi lm

“Wow!”
from IFFCO

Metallyte™ 28UBWES fi lm is an ultra-high barrier, 
metallized, white opaque sealable polypropylene fi lm.
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Excellent light, oxygen and moisture barriers

Puncture and fl ex-crack resistance

Exceptional seal strength combined with low seal initiation 
temperature and very broad seal range

White opaque appearance on sealant side

Metallyte™ 28UBWES fi lm provides outstanding moisture, 
oxygen and aroma barriers for product fl avor and texture 
preservation

28UBWES fi lm also offers excellent machinability on high 
speed fl owpack machine (laminate 12PET // 28UBWES)

Effi cient protection for premium product thanks to seal 
integrity, moisture, oxygen and aroma barriers

Outstanding light barrier thanks to metal layer and cavitation

Provides high output and limited waste on high speed 
fl owpack machine

Clean white appearance on product side

FeaturesSolution

Benefi ts


